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sections written by unknown writers at different periods, so these recently

books from them critical viewpoint of Isa. The question is did Isa. or did

he not write a certain -ve verse, but at what period was this particular

verse written, and you divide Isa. up into little sections written in many different

periods and how did they ever come together. And k when you get into the book

of Isa. and study it as I have. fer-se I spent many years studying the contents

of Isa. , you find the wonderful .. a presentation of God's progresive revelation.

The ideas that k he wants to give us, leading us up to deliverance from exile

and . . -aii4 all this together in a wonderful whole that Isa. wrote, and we do

not have to choose f between one Isa. and two Isa.s . It is one ± Isa. which

God . ..many little, sections which have been combined by a long process t-4-

of which we have no evidence. We better not take much more time on that but
70

.Now, Professor Briggs of Union Seminary in New York/sevefal- years believed
while

strongly in the virgin birth and sought to defend iVwh4-eh accepting the Graf
hold to

Welihausen theory. He gave e up the Old Testament but tried tq/the New Testament.

Teday-yei±1l-faFely-4nd-t&-tThere were many like that about that tine--that was

the transition period. Today, you will rarely fird anybody who believes the virgin

birth who -aee4--a-eepe-t- accepts the Graf Welihausen theory . Today it is becoming

more and more the- logically to ... you take the Bible as from God , not revelation

or a theory of how a xi human idea came into existence, a theory that has been

given up regarding practically all ci her books.
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